Archive of Published SOA Exam Problems
The SOA posts copies of past SOA exams in various places at soa.org:
•
•

Exams from roughly the last 7 years
Exams from even farther back in time

Downloading PDFs from the web pages above can be very tedious since there are so many published
SOA exams dating back to the early 2000s that have one more or questions that are still relevant to the
current LPM syllabus. So we’ve made your life easier and organized them into bundles in this section of
the course. Each zip file contains past exams and the SOA model solution file for various historical exams
that still contain relevant exam problems:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8I Exams (early 2000s)
ILA-DP-U Exams (2007–2013)
ILA-LFV-U Exams (2013–2019)
ILA-LP Exams (2013–2019)
CSP Exams (2007–2013)
LRM Exams (2014–2019)
LFM Exams (2020-present)

We’ve also combined the morning and afternoon questions into a single PDF for each exam to cut down
on the number of PDFs you have to juggle.
Please note that MANY questions on these past exams are NOT on the current syllabus.
Please use our Analysis of Past Exams spreadsheet posted in the Supplementary and Review Material
section of the course to locate problems are that still on syllabus. That spreadsheet organizes past
questions right down to the sub-question level and maps them to current syllabus sources as well as our
course lessons. You’ll find more instructions and tips when you download that spreadsheet, including
more backstory on the historical SOA exams listed above.
The remainder of the SOA Exams tab of the course also contains many TIA solutions to past SOA
questions. Our solutions contain additional teaching points and also help avoid confusion from mistakes
in SOA model solutions.
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